
 
 
 
Music Marketing & Press Internship Description 
 
Who - MIC: Music Industry Connected 
Where - Virtual, any location - will be connecting with team in Bloomington, IN & Pittsburgh, PA 
When - Immediately/TBD (Please indicate in your application) 
 
MIC: Music Industry Connected is seeking interns who are interested in how a musician creates a career in 
the commercial music industry, independently or with a label. Perfect for aspiring marketers and journalists 
interested in gaining experience in the music/entertainment industry. Open to music/business students, and 
all other majors. 
 
MIC (“mike”) is an educational consultancy that creates The Mountain approach to simplifying the big picture 
of a commercial music career, “balancing the art, the business, and the personal.” This internship features 
projects of field experimentation for its current client roster within The Mountain’s Steps 4-6 Process Manuals. 
After an introductory period, the intern’s unique career goals will be aligned to next projects in the Artist or 
the Business Management internship tracks. 
 
This internship is unpaid and applicable for credit; if interested, students can inquire to their career advisors 
about applying it for credit. Pay opportunities may develop in the long term depending on project 
involvement.  
 
Required: 
- Ability to meet virtually for 1-3 mandatory weekly meetings (vacation is okay with notice) 
- High level of responsibility for conducting & delivering weekly independent research assignments, among 
other tasks - estimated 10-20 hours/week 
- Interest in learning, reading, researching, and field experimenting with music business projects in real time 
- Strong self-awareness of personal capacity when communicating realistic workload limits & setting 
personal deadlines (avoiding overpromise-underdeliver situations) 
- A Computer & a Smartphone 
- A passionate drive 
 
Apply By Tuesday December 1, 2020: 
All applicants must read The Mountain at MIC's website: www.micpgh.com. Then, apply by emailing (1) 
your resume, (2) when you can begin and end (you can indicate indefinitely for the end date), and (3) an 
explanation of why you feel this internship is the right fit for you + what you aim to get out of it - by Tuesday 
Dec 1  to emilyplazek@micpgh.com. (If you miss the deadline, email to inquire about available space.) 
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